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Biologists have long sought to understand which genes and what kinds of changes in their sequences are responsible for the evolution of morphological diversity. Here, I outline eight principles derived from molecular and evolutionary developmental biology and review recent studies of species divergence that have led to a genetic theory of morphological evolution, which states that (1) form evolves largely by altering the expression of functionally conserved proteins, and (2) such changes largely occur through mutations in the cis-regulatory sequences of pleiotropic developmental regulatory loci and of the target genes within the vast networks they control.

Introduction

Biologists have long recognized that to understand the process of evolution we need to understand the roles of genes in development. However, at the time of the “Modern Synthesis” of evolutionary theory that drew together various disciplines including genetics, paleontology, and systematics, very little could be said about the effects of genes on development, let alone on the evolution of form. Despite Huxley’s acknowledgment, embryology and developmental genetics played no part in forging the Modern Synthesis (Gilbert et al., 1996) and little role in the fabric of evolutionary biology for many decades thereafter.

The situation started to change twenty-five years ago with the discovery of the homeobox. This coding sequence was first identified in several loci involved in segment formation and identity in the fruit fly Drosophila (McGinnis et al., 1984; Scott and Weiner, 1984) and then was found in clusters of related genes (Hox) in vertebrates and other animals (McGinnis et al., 1984; Graham et al., 1989; Duboule and Dollé, 1989). These discoveries forced developmental geneticists to confront evolutionary concepts and evolutionary biologists to confront a new source of unforeseen and penetrating genetic insights into the generation and diversification of animal form.

...a study of the effects of genes during development is as essential for an understanding of evolution as are the study of mutation and that of selection.


As the dust has settled on some of the earlier surprises, the brief history of evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo) has begun to inspire some reflection on the contributions of this discipline to overall evolutionary theory. Not surprisingly, the opinions offered range from “evolution cannot be understood without understanding the evolution of development... A revolutionary synthesis of developmental biology and evolution is in progress” (Raff, 2000) to “Let’s be honest: the much-hyped discipline of evolutionary developmental biology...hasn’t quite lived up to expectations—at least, not if one were expecting a revolution in biology” (Richardson, 2003). Still others have drawn an analogy between current enthusiasm for ideas in evo-devo and the theory of punctuated equilibrium as a cautionary tale of an area of research that “has claimed to offer unique and revolutionary insights into the evolutionary process” but of which “little now remains” (Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007).

But do questions posed about evo-devo and evolutionary theory matter to anyone besides the specialists and a few future historians? I think the answers matter very much. By “theory” here, I mean “structures of ideas that explain and interpret facts” (from Gould, 1994). Without theories to organize and interpret facts, without the power of general explanations, we are left with just piles of case studies. Moreover, we are without the frameworks that enable us to make predictions about any particular case. Here, I will take the position that we have learned enough about the function, regulation, and history of the genes controlling animal development to formulate a general theory of how form evolves and to make predictions about the genetic path of morphological evolution—predictions that are now being fulfilled for a variety of traits and genes in diverse taxa.

My goals in this article are three-fold. First, to review key principles, many from molecular developmental biology, that laid the foundation for a new understanding of the evolution of form. Second, to articulate a genetic theory of morphological evolution that has emerged from a large body of empirical studies. And third, to explain how evo-devo, by providing long-
sought explanations of the causal links between gene mutation, development, and the evolution of form, has filled a major gap in and expanded upon the evolutionary synthesis.

Before I delve into the specific findings from developmental genetics and evo-devo, it is important to establish some historical perspective through a brief exploration of the roots of some key ideas about the relationship between the evolution of molecules and form.

**The Evolution of Molecules and Morphology: Surprises and Paradoxes**

The relationship between the evolution of molecules and morphology has been fertile ground for both controversy and major advances in evolutionary biology. On several occasions, evolutionary biologists have been surprised by molecular data that did not conform to expectations. In each case, wrestling with new data has led to new conceptual insights.

The first instance was in the early 1960s when initial comparisons of globins and cytochromes from different species revealed that proteins changed over time but without any apparent effect on function. These observations did not fit the expectation that all evolutionary change was adaptive and led to the proposal that most mutations fixed between species were functionally neutral or nearly neutral and evolved by genetic drift.

Emile Zuckerkandl, one of the pioneers of molecular evolutionary biology, reasoned that phenotypes could change by altering the timing or rate of protein synthesis (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965). He also made the prescient suggestion that there may be an important mechanistic distinction between the evolution of organismal form, which he proposed may depend more on changes in DNA than on alterations in protein expression, and the evolution of function, which would result from physicochemical changes in proteins (Zuckerkandl, 1968).

The second major surprise was the similarity of proteins from species that looked and behaved as differently as, for example, chimps and humans. Mary-Claire King and Allan Wilson underscored the apparent paradox that presented and the challenge “to explain how species which have such substantially similar genes can differ so substantially in anatomy...” (King and Wilson, 1975). They, like Zuckerkandl and others (Britten and Davidson, 1971), suggested that the evolution of anatomy occurred more by changing gene regulation than by changing protein sequences.

The testing of these proposals, however, had to wait for the genetic revolution in developmental biology and a series of discoveries that began to unfold in 1984, when evolutionary biologists were again confronted with molecular data that did not fit prior expectations—namely that the disparate body forms and structures of long-diverged members of the animal kingdom were governed by very similar sets of genes.

To get a sense of the sea change brought about by these discoveries—a “before” picture as a prelude to the “after” picture that will constitute the rest of this article—revealing snapshots are provided by two book reviews that appeared back to back in the March 1984 issue of *Cell* (published just weeks before the first report of the homeobox). In his review of a new book on embryology, developmental biologist Gunther Stent noted the lack of general conclusions and ascribed the “turbid” state of embryology as a consequence of the history and complexity of the process (Stent, 1984). He wrote, “embryologists are confronted with an ensemble of unique phenomena...we cannot expect to discover a general theory of development, rather we are faced with a near infinitude of particulars, which have to be sorted out case by case.” Next came Peter Lawrence’s review of a symposium volume from a meeting on “Development and Evolution” (Lawrence, 1984). His assessment was blunt: “To discuss usefully the interface between two subjects—like evolution and development—one depends on a deep understanding of both. Unfortunately our knowledge of these fields is poor and the result, in the book, is a great deal of pretentious twaddle...” Lawrence pointed out how participants were divided over the potential value, or lack thereof, of genetic approaches to development as well as the question of whether the genome contained a direct or explicit program for development.

Many times over the next decade or so, generalities of animal development would be found among the particulars of *Drosophila* development in the form of shared regulatory genes. The question of the existence of a genomic program for development was quickly transformed into the pursuit of the components and logic of that program—the genetic regulatory networks that we now recognize to be the essence of animal development (Davidson, 2006). And, with respect to genetic mechanisms governing the evolution of anatomy, the issue turned logically to how components of these regulatory networks evolve.

The collective impact of that pursuit has been to direct attention away from long-standing ideas about the necessity for gene duplication or protein evolution in the origins of novelty and toward changes in gene regulation, regulatory networks, and regulatory sequences as sources of morphological variation and diversity. Below, I will first focus on eight principles, derived from observations from molecular and evolutionary developmental biology, in order to explain why thinking progressed along these lines. These principles form part of the foundation of a genetic understanding of morphological evolution. Then, I will examine the direct evidence concerning the genetic and molecular basis of morphological divergence and describe a specific, predictive theory.

**The Road to a Theory: Eight Principles**

1. **Mosaic Pleiotropy**

Most proteins regulating development participate in multiple, independent developmental processes and the formation and patterning of morphologically disparate body structures.

King and Wilson reached their seminal hypothesis by comparing the very similar genes of two different species. Here, I will illustrate one of the seminal insights from developmental genetics, and perhaps the most critical observations in terms of implications for the evolution of anatomy, by considering the identical genes of two different forms of the same species.

Take, as an example, the larval and adult forms of the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster*. They are more distinct in terms of morphology and ecology than the adult forms of any pair of sister species. Yet, we now know of hundreds of gene products...
that, although identical in sequence in the developing larval and adult forms, shape the development of these markedly different body morphologies.

Probing a bit deeper into the development of individual structures, we know of many gene products that, although identical in different tissues or body parts, shape the distinct appearance of each part. For example, the *Drosophila* Decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling protein shapes embryonic dorsal-ventral axis polarity, epidermal patterning, gut morphogenesis, and the patterning of wings, legs, and other appendages (Gelbart, 1989).

The same is true for most signaling proteins and transcription factors, components of the “genetic toolkit” that regulate animal development. For instance, the *Sonic hedgehog* protein shapes digit number and polarity, floor plate development, cerebellum development, feather bud formation, and other processes in chickens (McMahon et al., 2003). Each set of structures is obviously much more divergent within individual species than are the corresponding homologous structures of different species.

Proteins that serve multiple roles are said to be pleiotropic (from the Greek meaning “many ways”). Most proteins that regulate development exhibit what is termed “mosaic pleiotropism” (Hadorn, 1961) in that they function independently in different cell types, germ layers, body parts, and developmental stages. This extent of pleiotropism was a surprise as there was no particular reason to expect that the formation and patterning of such different structures would or could involve the same protein.

However, once the mosaic pleiotropism of toolkit proteins is fully appreciated, important evolutionary implications clearly follow. First, because the exact same protein can shape the development of remarkably different body parts, one may infer that the same protein can therefore shape smaller differences in the anatomy of the same part between species. Second, mutations that alter the function or activity of such proteins are likely to have widespread and potentially many negative effects on development and fitness, and their coding sequences may thus be under considerable evolutionary constraints. The existence of these constraints has been borne out by decades of developmental genetic studies, but the remarkable degree of constraint was entirely unforeseen until revealed by comparative functional analyses (see points 2, 3, 4). Third, the use of the same gene in shaping many entirely different traits suggests that in the course of evolution, gene function somehow expanded without gene duplication. This inference, now well confirmed, is contrary to once prevailing ideas concerning the origin of new gene functions (see point 5). Furthermore, it raises the question of how the multifunctionality of these loci evolved. Tacit answers to that question also came from molecular developmental genetics (see points 7, 8).

**2) Ancestral Genetic Complexity**

Morphologically disparate and long-diverged animal taxa share similar toolkits of body-building and body-patterning genes.

The best known discoveries of evo-devo are those concerning the presence of homeobox-containing *Hox* genes and *Hox* gene clusters in flies, vertebrates, and most animal phyla. The similarities in animal genetic toolkits extend to a large number and wide variety of transcription factors and components of signaling pathways. The phylogenetic distribution of toolkit genes suggests that a fairly complete modern toolkit was in place in the last common ancestor of bilaterians, prior to the Cambrian period. Furthermore, various signaling pathways have also been found to be much better represented in early-branching animals than their anatomical complexity would suggest. For example, 11 of 12 Wnt gene families known from vertebrates are found in cnidarians (Kusserow et al., 2005), and six of the major bilaterian signaling pathways are represented in sponges (Nichols et al., 2006). The extensive sequence conservation in animal toolkit proteins indicates that considerable functional constraints have operated on many orthologous proteins for more than 500 million years of animal diversification.

**3) Functional Equivalence of Distant Orthologs and Paralogs**

Many animal toolkit proteins, despite over 1 billion years of independent evolution in different lineages, often exhibit functionally equivalent activities in vivo when substituted for one another. These observations indicate that the biochemical properties of these proteins and their interactions with receptors, cofactors, etc. have diverged little over vast expanses of time.

Even more striking than their sequence conservation, a wide variety of toolkit proteins are functionally equivalent when substituted for homologous proteins (orthologs and paralogs) in divergent taxa. This line of experimentation began with tests of vertebrate Hox proteins introduced into flies (Malicki et al., 1990; McGinnis et al., 1990). Perhaps the best-known example is the ability of the mouse Pax-6 protein to induce ommatidium formation in *Drosophila*, just like the *Drosophila* Pax-6 (Eyeless) protein (Halder et al., 1995).

Another striking example of functional equivalence is the ability of a cnidarian Achaete-Scute homolog (CnASH) to induce formation of sensory organs in *Drosophila*, just as the *Drosophila* homologs do (Grens et al., 1995). Furthermore, despite over 1 billion years of independent evolution, the CnASH protein forms a heterodimer with the endogenous *Drosophila* binding partner Daughterless, and these dimers bind sequence specifically to sites in target gene-regulatory elements.

What makes these results so surprising and notable is that the function of any transcription factor or ligand is dependent upon interaction with other endogenous proteins—transcription factors, coactivators, corepressors, and parts of the transcriptional machinery in the case of transcription factors, cell-surface receptors in the case of ligands. One might expect that genetic drift or the coadaptation of proteins within lineages would lead to functional incompatibilities among proteins from different taxa, especially those separated by over 1 billion years of independent evolution. Yet, many proteins are so conserved that they can interact and function together with other proteins from long-diverged taxa. These results have been more the rule than the exception for transcription factors (I will discuss informative exceptions later). Numerous studies of eukaryotic transcription demonstrate that the basic transcriptional machinery, many coactivators, corepressors, chromatin-remodeling complexes, and the protein motifs through which transcription factors interact with them, are often very well conserved.
One situation where functional changes within transcription factors might be expected would be among paralogous proteins that have evolved by gene duplication and divergence. However, the functional equivalence of various sets of paralogs has also been well documented (for example, Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Li and Noll, 1994), although, as expected, there are some notable exceptions that I will also discuss later (Zhao and Potter, 2001, 2002).

(4) Deep Homology

The formation and differentiation of many structures such as eyes, limbs, and hearts—so morphologically divergent among different phyla that they were long thought to have evolved completely independently—are governed by similar sets of genes and some deeply conserved genetic regulatory circuits.

In addition to their functional equivalence, various toolkit proteins are involved in the development of morphologically disparate structures with similar functions. The association of the Pax-6 protein with eye development throughout the animal kingdom (Gehring and Ikeo, 1999), of several transcription factors required for cardiac tissue development in flies, vertebrates, and other animals (Olson, 2006), of Distal-less/Dlx protein expression in the development of a variety of animal appendages (Panganiban et al., 1997), and other examples have prompted reexamination of the concept of biological homology (Wagner, 2007).

The deployment of homologous transcription factors in similar roles reflects that some parts of genetic regulatory networks (GRNs) present in a common ancestor were conserved in descendant lineages. The existence of common regulatory inputs acting in a similar manner in the development of structures that are not directly related by common ancestry (that is, not homologous) has been referred to as “deep homology” (Shubin et al., 1997). Some highly conserved GRNs have been identified (Davidson, 2006). Because the different structures of long-diverged animals were thought to have arisen independently, the similar roles of orthologous toolkit proteins in their development has prompted reevaluation of their once-presumed independent origins.

(5) Infrequent Toolkit Gene Duplication

Duplications within several prominent toolkit gene families have been surprisingly rare in the course of animal diversification relative to duplications of other gene families. These observations indicate that gene duplication is not a necessary ingredient for morphological novelty, as once assumed, and there is evidence that duplications of some toolkit genes are actually selected against because of their effects on gene dosage-sensitive developmental processes.
From the earliest days of molecular evolutionary biology, the roles for new genes in the origins of new functions has been a pervasive and widely accepted idea. Ohno (1970) claimed that "gene redundancy was crucial to novelty and that “allelic mutations of already existing gene loci cannot account for major changes in evolution.” Kimura and Ohta (1974) agreed that “gene duplication must always precede the emergence of a gene having a new function.” The expectations were no different for the evolution of anatomy. In a classic article in developmental genetics, Lewis proposed that the increased segmental diversity of insects relative to arthropod ancestors was the result of an increase in the number of segment identity-determining Hox genes, including the evolution of a haltere-promoting gene to shape this distinctly dipteran trait (Lewis, 1978). This intuitive idea turned out, however, to be incorrect. The common ancestor of all arthropods actually had two more Hox genes than do certain modern insects, and the “haltere-promoting” Ultrabithorax gene predated the origin of halteres by more than 300 million years as well as the origin of the entire arthropod phylum (Grenier et al., 1997) (Figure 1A).

Similar observations apply to the history of tetrapod Hox genes. Mice and humans share the same set of 39 Hox genes, and we do not know of a single new Hox gene duplication in a mammalian lineage. Rather, it is clear that since their divergence some 400 million years ago from the last common ancestor shared with coelacanths, tetrapods have actually lost several Hox genes (Hoegg and Meyer, 2005) (Figure 1B). The stability of Hox gene number in arthropods and tetrapods and the central roles of these genes in the development and evolution of structures such as halteres and limbs is clear evidence that, contrary to expectations, gene duplication is not a requirement for new gene function and that major changes in evolution have occurred through mutations in already existing gene loci.

The relative paucity of such toolkit gene duplications, compared with many other gene families over similar timescales, may indicate that duplicates of some toolkit genes may not be neutral and may be selected against to some degree. One reasonable explanation may be that aneuploidy of regulatory genes is not well tolerated because of dosage effects on genetic regulatory circuits and the development of one or more of the many individual traits each gene may affect. Reduced dosage, for example, of certain Drosophila Hox genes or the Dpp signaling protein or of the vertebrate Pax-6 gene, Hox genes, cardiac transcription factor genes, and the Sonic hedgehog gene adversely affect certain traits. Extra doses of transcription factors or of signaling proteins that act in a concentration-dependent manner may also be deleterious. This has been demonstrated for Pax-6 (Schedl et al., 1996) and other regulators (Arron et al., 2006). In contrast, aneuploidy for other protein families that are not mosaically pleiotropic may be neutral and well tolerated (for example, the opsins, see Cooper et al., 2007).

In summary, duplication of toolkit genes has certainly occurred but abundant comparative data now reveal that duplication is neither necessary nor has it been frequent enough to account for the continuous diversification of animal anatomy over the past several hundred million years. Attention has therefore been focused instead on how changes in the regulation of toolkit genes or their targets are associated with morphological divergence and on how such changes arise.

6 Heterotopy
Changes in the spatial regulation of toolkit genes and the genes they regulate are associated with morphological divergence.

A vast body of data has accumulated that has linked differences in where toolkit genes are expressed, or where the genes they regulate are expressed, with morphological differences between animals at various taxonomic levels (Carroll et al., 2005). Most studies have analyzed situations in which the spatial location of a developmental process (for example, the making of a limb, the formation of a pigmentation pattern, the development of epithelial appendages, etc.) has been altered. The classical term for such spatial changes in development is heterotopy (from Haeckel; Hall, 2003; changes in the timing of a process are known as heterochrony). The close correspondence between heterotopic shifts in gene expression, development, and morphology, combined with the known roles of these genes in model taxa, have provided compelling evidence that changes in morphology generally result from changes in the spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression during development.

Explanations for the evolution of anatomy have thus focused on the genetic and molecular mechanisms underlying the evolution of spatial gene regulation. And the keys to understanding spatial gene regulation are the architectures of gene-regulatory regions and transcriptional networks.

Figure 2. The cis-Regulatory Regions of Pleiotropic Toolkit Loci Are Complex
(A) Structure of the rhodopsin locus in the fruit fly Drosophila. Exons are shown in black, introns in gray, and the single cis-regulatory element (CRE) controlling gene expression in photoreceptor cells is shown in purple. (Figure adapted from Fortini and Rubin, 1990.)
(B) Depicted is the rhodopsin architecture with the locus encoding its chief regulator Pax-6/eyeless. Exons are in black, introns in gray, and the six distinct CREs governing gene expression in parts of the developing brain, central nervous system, and eyes are shown in various colors. (Figure adapted from Adachi et al., 2003.)
(7) Modularity of cis-Regulatory Elements

Large, complex, and modular cis-regulatory regions are a distinctive feature of pleiotropic toolkit loci.

The cis-regulatory regions of most toolkit loci are larger and more complex than those of loci encoding cell-type-specific proteins engaged in the chemistry of physiological processes. An example of each type of locus will illustrate the point. The Drosophila rhodopsin gene family is typical of the latter. Each gene in this family encodes an average-sized protein that is expressed in one or more specific photoreceptor cell types in the compound eye. Detailed experimental studies have shown that the cell-type-specific expression of each gene is dependent upon a single cis-regulatory element (CRE) consisting of a few hundred base pairs of noncoding sequences 5′ to the gene promoter (Fortini and Rubin, 1990) (Figure 2A). One protein that binds to this region and is required for proper expression of each rhodopsin gene is the Eyeless/Pax-6 protein (Papatsenko et al., 2001).

In striking contrast to the rhodopsin CRE architecture is the cis-regulatory region of the Eyeless (Ey) locus, which is required not just for eye development but also for patterning parts of the developing brain and central nervous system. Sequences required for Ey expression encompass at least 7 kb of noncoding DNA 5′ and 3′ to the gene and within one intron (Adachi et al., 2003). There are six distinct CREs, averaging about 1 kb in size, that each drive Ey expression in a particular spatial pattern—in the eye, in various lobes and cell types of the developing embryonic, larval, and adult brains, and within the central nervous system (Figure 2B). The complex spatial pattern of Eyeless expression, and of all mosaically pleiotropic toolkit genes, is a composite of the independent activities of multiple modular CREs.

The arrays of CREs that independently govern individual toolkit gene expression at different times and places during development presented a new picture of gene organization with three crucial implications for the evolution of form. First, the multiple CREs are plain evidence of how gene function has expanded and diversified without duplication of coding sequences. Second, mutations in one CRE will not affect the function of other CREs or of the protein (that is, they will have fewer or no pleiotropic effects). And third, mutations in coding regions may affect all protein functions (that is, may have the most pleiotropic effects). The multiplicity of toolkit gene CREs accounts for one aspect of their mosaic pleiotropy; the second major contributor is the direct control by toolkit proteins of what we now know to be many individual target genes.

(8) Vast Regulatory Networks

Individual regulatory proteins control scores to hundreds of target gene CREs.

The basic structural unit of a GRN is the functional linkage between a transcription factor and a CRE. A growing body of data on a variety of transcription factors is providing some glimpses into the scale of transcription factor-regulated gene networks, and they are considerably larger than was known until very recently. New techniques are revealing that toolkit transcription factors typically regulate scores to hundreds of individual target genes. This is pleiotropism on an enormous scale that is not yet widely appreciated, and whose evolutionary significance has therefore not yet been grasped.

For example, Stark et al. (2007) estimated that there are, on average, 124 target genes for each of the 67 Drosophila transcription factors they analyzed. This figure is exceeded by the number of validated hormone-responsive androgen receptor target genes in just one human cell type (172; Bolton et al., 2007) and the number of signal-regulated STAT3 targets in another cell type (~300; Snyder et al., 2008). Even greater is the number of target genes directly regulated by the Drosophila Twist transcription factor during embryogenesis—nearly 500 targets in total, including genes involved in cell proliferation, cell migration, and morphogenesis, as well as nearly one-fourth of all known transcription factor genes (Sandmann et al., 2007).

The evolutionary implications of such vast transcription factor-regulated networks are crucial and inescapable. First, these networks are themselves products of evolution. Each transcription factor-CRE linkage requires that specific factor-binding site sequences exist in the CREs of each target gene, and usually multiple copies thereof. The evolution of these networks has therefore involved the cumulative evolution of many binding sites for each transcription factor. The scale of the Twist-regulated network, for example, means that, in the course of evolution, some 500 linkages have evolved between Twist and different CREs. That required a lot of cis-regulatory mutations. Second, it is obvious why mutations that would alter Twist DNA-binding specificity or that of other transcription factors are catastrophic (they could break all linkages) and thus why the evolution of protein function is constrained. And third, these snapshots of transcription factor-regulated networks help us to anticipate possible genetic paths for the evolution of anatomy. Namely, they suggest that linkages within GRNs are added or subtracted by the modification of CREs within target genes. Because mutations in individual CREs will directly alter the expression of only one gene, such changes can selectively affect individual morphological features.

Formulating and Testing a Genetic Theory of Morphological Evolution

Given that development is controlled by GRNs, it follows that the evolution of development and form is due to changes within GRNs. Thus, a central quest of evo-devo is to decipher how the GRNs and their components evolve. With respect to the genetic path of the evolution of form, I have said as much about what is not expected to be linked often to the process (protein evolution and gene duplication) as I have about what has been correlated (spatial changes in gene expression) or is inferred to be involved (CRE evolution). To formulate general genetic explanations—a predictive theory—about the evolution of form, these facts and inferences have to be distilled into hypotheses and tested against direct empirical data.

The cis-Regulatory Hypothesis

The genetic path of evolutionary change is governed by what is functionally possible (in terms of mutational effects), what is probable (in terms of the frequency of different kinds of mutational events), and what is permissible (by natural selection). Any genetic theory of morphological evolution must take all three parameters into account.
The key hypothesis to emerge from the first handful of case studies linking spatial shifts in Hox and limb-patternning gene expression to the divergence of animal body patterns (Carroll et al., 1994, 1995; Warren et al., 1994; Averof and Akam, 1995; Burke et al., 1995) concerned the role of cis-regulatory sequence mutations. In light of the evidence at the time—the absence of new Hox gene duplications in arthropods and tetrapods (low frequency), the extreme conservation of homeodomains and toolkit protein functional equivalency (change is not permissible), and the potential for mutations in one CRE to selectively alter just one feature of gene expression (more permissible)—mutations in CREs of existing genes were proposed to be a more common and a continuous source of morphological variation compared with the evolution of new genes (Carroll, 1995).

Although a logical inference, there was no direct functional support for this proposal for several years. Furthermore, this hypothesis was based on the examination of body plan-level characters and consideration of a small number of genes that sat atop genetic regulatory hierarchies. It also presumed that the constraints on these and other toolkit genes were such that orthologous proteins did not change in meaningful ways. To ascertain whether cis-regulatory mutations have been the predominant genetic path of morphological evolution, or not, required that direct functional evidence be gathered concerning a variety of traits and involving a spectrum of toolkit genes in various taxa.

We now know that morphological change and GRN evolution can and has involved other genetic mechanisms besides CRE evolution. However, when we look in greater detail at cases where functional changes in transcription factors have taken place, we will see that an extensive amount of CRE evolution was essential to GRN evolution. Therefore, I am going to develop the case for CRE evolution as the predominant mechanism underlying the evolution of form.

In the analysis that follows, it is important to bear in mind that the issue is not decided simply by counting up case studies demonstrating instances of functional CRE or coding sequence changes in morphological divergence. In order to identify general trends among the particulars of case studies and to ascertain conditions under which certain genetic paths are more or less likely, consideration must also be given to the nature of the trait changes analyzed (for example, heterotopic or not), the properties of the genes studied (for example, mosaically pleiotropic or not), the architecture of the GRNs a given gene is part of, and the evolutionary timescales and taxonomic scales being compared.

A major role of CRE evolution in the evolution of form emerges from these considerations and several facts obtained from direct genetic and molecular analyses of morphological divergence. First, CRE sequence changes are sufficient to account for the evolutionary divergence of traits and gene regulation among populations, species, and higher taxa. Second, CRE evolution is necessary for the rewiring of regulatory networks. Third, gene duplication and coding changes alone are insufficient to rewire regulatory networks. And fourth, CRE variation and divergence are detectable over much shorter timescales and taxonomic distances than are functional differences in transcription factors or new toolkit gene duplications. When all of these factors are weighed, a predictive theory of the genetic path of morphological evolution emerges.

**The Sufficiency of CRE Evolution**

More than two dozen case studies of evolutionary changes in morphological traits have been attributed to changes in gene CREs. A rapidly growing number of genetic analyses of trait divergence have demonstrated evolutionary changes at loci for which functional coding changes have been ruled out and functional cis-regulatory sequence changes have been implicated (Stern, 1998; Sucena et al., 2003; Shapiro et al., 2004, 2006; Colosimo et al., 2005; Steiner et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007) or directly demonstrated at the molecular level (for example, see Wang and Chamberlin, 2002; Wittkopp et al., 2002; Prud’homme et al., 2006; McGregor et al., 2007, Jeong et al., 2008). These include instances where the gain or loss of binding sites for highly conserved transcription factors has altered CRE function and target gene regulation (Gompel et al., 2005, Jeong et al., 2006). These examples of cis-regulatory divergence involve a variety of loci encoding transcription factors, signaling ligands, and pigmentation enzymes in fruit flies, mice, and fish.

What all of these studies share in common are the nature of trait divergence (they are all heterotopic changes), the properties of the loci involved (they each exhibit mosaic pleiotropism), and that the divergences have arisen between closely related populations or species. In fact, there are no known cases of naturally occurring functional changes in coding sequences of mosaically pleiotropic loci among closely related species.

Most significantly, these studies reveal that CRE evolution is sufficient to account for changes in gene regulation within and between closely related species. Given that differences at higher taxonomic levels are the product of the accumulation of species-level divergences, then, in principle, CRE evolution is sufficient to account for the rewiring of regulatory networks at all taxonomic levels (for higher taxonomic examples, see Beltz et al., 1998; Zinzen et al., 2006; Hinman et al., 2007; Hinman and Davidson, 2007; Cretekos et al., 2008).

**The Necessity for CRE Evolution in GRN Evolution**

There are several cases of the nonequivalence of Hox or Hox-related orthologs or paralogs that have been linked to functional changes in proteins. These include the gain of a cofactor interaction motif and the loss of another in the transition of the Fushi Tarazu (Ftz) protein from a homeotic to a segmentation role in certain insects (Löhrl and Pich, 2005); the evolution of the bicoid (bcd) gene from a Hox3-type ancestral gene and its novel role as a maternal anterior determinant (Stauber et al., 2002); the evolution of activity-regulating motifs within insect and crustacean Ultrabithorax proteins associated with limb repression (Grenier and Carroll, 2000; Ronshaugen et al., 2002; Galant and Carroll, 2002); and the functional evolution of the HoxA11 and HoxA13 proteins associated with the evolution of the eutherian female reproductive tract (Zhao and Potter, 2001; Lynch et al., 2004).

At first glance, these examples might appear to refute the predominance of CRE evolution. However, we can’t focus solely on the functional changes in a given transcription factor in weighing the relative contribution of coding changes to the
evolution of form. It is critical to appreciate that protein evolution is not sufficient to establish novel linkages within GRNs. CREs must evolve in downstream target genes, and often in upstream genes and at the locus as well, for GRN function to evolve. Understanding the relative contribution of new motifs or genes to GRNs requires examination of the numerous changes in GRNs that have accompanied such events and the timescales and taxonomic scales over which these events are detectable.

For example, the Ftz protein is part of an extensive and well-studied GRN that establishes the segmental organization of the Drosophila embryo. The novel Ftz protein motif enabled it to interact more strongly with the Ftz-F1 cofactor (Löhr and Pick, 2005), but loci that are regulated by the Ftz-FtzF1 complex possess specific binding sites for both transcription factors in their CREs. Recent genomic surveys have revealed at least ten direct target gene CREs that are regulated by Ftz-FtzF1 during a short phase of early Drosophila development (Figure 3) (Bowler et al., 2006; L. Pick, personal communication). Furthermore, in order for Ftz to act as a pair-rule regulator, its expression evolved to be regulated in a novel seven-striped pattern. This spatial pattern is generated through two separate CREs of the ftz locus: a “zebra” element that is directly regulated by two other pair-rule proteins, the well-conserved and mosaically pleiotropic Hairy and Runt transcription factors, and at least two other proteins (see Vanderzwan-Butler et al., 2007 and references therein).

The case of the bicoid gene, an upstream component of the same segmentation GRN, presents a similar story. The Bicoid protein possesses a distinct DNA-binding preference from that of its Hox relatives, but the gain of that activity is not meaningful without taking into consideration the downstream CREs upon which Bcd acts. Bcd exerts its effects during a brief window of development by regulating at least 21 target CREs that contain clusters of Bcd-binding sites (Ochoa-Espinosa et al., 2005) (Figure 3). These include both gap gene and pair-rule stripe CREs, which are in turn regulated by combinations of gap and pair-rule proteins (see Nasiadka et al., 2002 for review). At least 40 and perhaps more than 80 regulatory linkages have evolved in the immediate Bcd neighborhood of the segmentation GRN (Figure 3).

Similarly, the evolution of a novel Ultrabithorax activity-regulating motif was impotent without the concomitant and/or subsequent evolution of target CREs. In fact, the novel QA motif in Ultrabithorax is not required for limb repression in flies (Hittinger et al., 2005), and the repression of just one single limb target gene CRE required the evolution of six different transcription factor linkages (Gebelein et al., 2004).

A comparable picture of the large number of CRE linkages accompanying the evolution of new transcription factor interactions is emerging from the analysis of fungal GRNs (Tuch et al., 2008). Thus, the structure and logic of GRNs is such that

---

**Figure 3. Numerous CRE Linkages Accompany the Evolution of Transcription Factor Function**

A partial view of the genetic regulatory network (GRN) controlling segmentation in Drosophila. Highlighted are neighborhoods surrounding two key loci: (1) the bcd gene encoding the Bicoid (bcd) transcription factor (light blue) and (2) the homeobox gene Fushi Tarazu (ftz) encoding the Ftz transcription factor (peach). Direct, validated linkages between transcription factors are shown as arrows for positive regulators and crosshatched lines for repressors. Not all inputs are shown. The number of distinct CREs of certain loci are shown in circles. The evolution of the novel Bcd protein (a Hox3 paralog) was accompanied by the evolution of at least 21 downstream CREs with linkages to additional combinations of inputs. The evolution of the Ftz-FtzF1 interaction and pair-rule function was accompanied by the evolution of CREs in at least ten downstream CREs and two CREs of the ftz locus.
even when coding changes in regulatory proteins arise, the evolution of the GRNs to which they belong involves far more numerous changes in linkages to CREs.

The known cases of coding sequence evolution must also be weighed against the vast timescales and taxonomic distances involved, and in light of the prevalence of functional equivalence. For instance, the insect-onychophora divergence dates to more than 500 million years ago as does the divergence of the Hoxa9-13 genes. Some divergence in activity over such timescales should not be so surprising. Rather, it is the frequent observation of functional equivalence that is the more remarkable.

In summary, if we picture a cladogram of diversifying animal lineages over any timescale and plot upon it the relative frequency of toolkit gene duplications, functional protein changes, and the gain, loss, and modification of regulatory linkages in GRNs via CREs, the category of CRE changes outnumbers the other events. CRE evolution is an essential ingredient of GRN evolution and hence is the predominant mechanism underlying the evolution of development and form.

Exceptions and Rules

Are there any exceptions to the necessity of CRE evolution and the insufficiency of protein evolution in morphological divergence? There are, and consideration of the exceptions has helped to define a general rule about the evolution of form.

Obvious and common differences among vertebrates include scale, plumage, or fur colors. Coding changes at several loci have been associated with differences in coloration. These include numerous instances of fur and plumage changes associated with evolution of the Melanocortin-1 receptor (MC1R; see Mundy, 2005 for review); the independent evolution of albinism in different cave fish populations due to coding mutations in the Oca2 gene (Protas et al., 2006); and differences in human skin pigmentation associated with coding variation at Oca2 and the solute transporter gene SLC24A5 (Lamason et al., 2005). How can these apparent exceptions be explained?

A potential answer is mosaic pleiotropism. Stern (2000) and I (Carroll, 2005) have argued that the most important determinant of what kinds of mutations are permissible under natural selection is the potential pleiotropic effects of individual mutations. Those mutations with greater pleiotropic effects are expected to have more deleterious effects on fitness and should thus be a less frequent source of variation and divergence than those mutations with fewer or no pleiotropic effects. For mosasaically pleiotropic loci, functional mutations in coding regions are expected to affect multiple traits and are less likely to be tolerated, but for loci that are not mosasaically pleiotropic, coding region mutations may be better tolerated.

All three pigmentation loci appear not to be mosasaically pleiotropic. The roles of these proteins appear to be restricted to pigment-producing melanocytes and there is no evidence that their expression or function are governed independently in different populations of melanocytes (there is no evidence yet for multiple discrete CREs). Thus, coding mutations in these loci appear to have minimal, if any, effects on characters other than pigmentation. Furthermore, the changes in traits in these circumstances are not heterotopic, the spatial distributions of melanocytes are unaffected, and the mutations do not generate new patterns, rather they affect pigment production in all melanocytes and only alter the color of extant patterns.

By taking into account the lesser constraints upon minimally pleiotropic genes, a general “rule” has been formulated for the genetic path of morphological evolution that pertains to most toolkit loci. The rule is that when two conditions exist: (1) a protein plays multiple roles in development, and mutations in the coding sequence are known or likely to have pleiotropic effects and (2) the locus contains multiple CREs, then regulatory sequence evolution is the more likely mode of genetic and morphological change than is coding sequence evolution (Carroll, 2005). This rule has recently been shown to be predictive in a number of case studies of morphological divergence involving heterotopic changes in pigmentation and cis-regulatory changes in mosasaically pleiotropic loci (Steiner et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007; Jeong et al., 2008).

How Do CREs Evolve?

The growing evidence for the role of mutations in CREs in the evolution of GRNs and animal form shift the questions concerning the genetic path of morphological evolution from the reasons why CRE evolution predominates to the matter of how CREs actually evolve. The details are important: Regulatory sequences have different properties and are under different constraints than coding sequences (Wray, 2007). These are still early days for the analysis of metazoan CRE divergence, but recent studies have revealed several mechanisms through which linkages in GRNs may be gained, lost, or modified through the evolution of CREs.

(1) Co-option of New Transcription Factor Inputs by Mutations in Existing CREs. New regulatory linkages and new gene expression patterns have been shown to arise through mutations in existing CREs that create new binding sites for transcription factors (Wang and Chamberlin, 2002; Gompel et al., 2005).

(2) Co-option of Transposable Elements (TEs) as New CREs. One of the general questions concerning CRE evolution is how do new CREs arise? Do they evolve from scratch from naive DNA sequence, or do they evolve from pre-existing elements? It has recently been shown that there are thousands of TE insertions near developmentally regulated human genes and that the TE-derived sequences are under strong purifying selection (Lowe et al., 2007). Some of these TE sequences are functional CREs (Bejerano et al., 2006) that contain binding sites for and represent a substantial fraction of CREs regulated by a specific transcription factor (Wang et al., 2007). These findings indicate that the enormous numbers of TEs in many animal genomes are also potential sources of new functional (or nearly functional) CREs, an idea first put forward several decades ago (Britten and Davidson, 1971).

(3) Loss of Transcriptional Inputs in Existing CREs. A simple, and certainly frequent, means of rewiring GRNs is via the mutational loss of transcription factor binding sites in CREs. Such events have been documented, for example, in a Hox-regulated network (Jeong et al., 2006) and in GRNs for the T-brain transcription factor in echinoderms (Hinman and Davidson, 2007).

(4) Remodeling of CREs. In addition to the qualitative gain or loss of regulatory linkages, the strength of regulatory linkages can also be modified by changing the number, affinity, or topol-
ology of transcription factor binding sites within a CRE. These changes can alter the output of a CRE such that the pattern (Zinzen et al., 2006) or level of gene expression is altered.

Several issues are as yet largely unexplored. Foremost among them are the population genetics of CRE variation and divergence. The properties of CREs present some unique considerations with respect to the frequency of potentially functional mutations. Most importantly, CREs present a wide target area for relevant mutations (Stem, 2000). There appears to be significant latitude as to where mutations or insertions may have regulatory effects. CRE function can evolve in the same direction by the gain of activator binding sites or the loss of repressor binding sites and vice versa. In addition, the spacing and orientation of sites affects CRE activity such that small insertions or deletions of sequence between transcription factor binding sites can have substantial functional effects.

Evolutionary Theory and Synthesis
What does evo-devo have to show for the past 25 years? How do its contributions to evolutionary thought measure up to those of other theories and disciplines? Is there a new synthesis afoot? I have presented the case for a genetic theory of morphological evolution that can be condensed into two statements: (1) form evolves largely by altering the expression of functionally conserved proteins; and (2) such changes largely occur through mutations in the cis-regulatory regions of mosaically pleiotropic developmental regulatory genes and of target genes within the vast regulatory networks they control.

It is important to underscore that this theory is a statement about tendencies not absolutes, asserting that most, not all, pertinent mutations are regulatory. It is also important to underscore that this is a specific theory about the evolution of animal form, and not a general statement about evolutionary adaptation (some authors have conflated the two, e.g., Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007). I don’t believe that any comparable genetic theory of adaptation is forthcoming, as all types of molecular changes clearly contribute substantially to organismal adaptation (Carroll, 2006).

While restricted to form, nevertheless this theory has a synthetic character. It considers the nature of mutations and their effects on fitness, applies across taxonomic and time scales, and offers a causal explanation that links changes in genes to alterations in development and the evolution of form. It thus has important implications for and many fruitful areas of overlap with other disciplines such as population genetics and paleontology.

There can be no doubt that if the facts and insights of evo-devo were available to Huxley, embryology would have been a cornerstone of his Modern Synthesis, and so evo-devo is today a key element of a more complete, expanded evolutionary synthesis.
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